Arts
Storyboard design course: principles, practice, and techniques: the ultimate guide for artists, directors, producers, and scriptwriters

Biology
Blood pressure basics
Living a heart-healthy life
Maintaining a healthy weight
Understanding cholesterol
Vitamins and minerals: getting the nutrients your body needs
Your immune system: protecting yourself against infection and illness

Chemistry
IGCSE Chemistry
Illustrated guide to home chemistry experiments: all lab, no lecture
What Einstein told his cook (book 1 & 2)
‘O’ Level Chemistry Workout: structured and free-response questions
O level topical chemistry: past examination questions arranged by topics years 2002-2010
Integrated science chemistry: a topical course assessment for lower secondary levels

Physics
Asian Physics Olympiad (1st-8th): problems and solutions
Did time begin? Will time end?
Doable renewables: 16 alternative energy projects for young scientists

Mathematics
Painless algebra
Painless geometry
Painless math word problems
The manga guide to calculus
The manga guide to statistics

Music
Children’s book of music
How to read music
Making music
Learn to speak music: a guide to creating, performing, & promoting your songs
Time to play a musical instrument: how to take up an instrument later in life
The story of the orchestra: listen while you learn about the instruments, the music, and the composers who wrote the music!
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